
After four long months, Lambda has emerged victorious for its third consecutive win with the
conclusion of season seven of the TIE Corps in Battle competition. Leading the charge to victory this
season was Commander LPhoenix, with an astounding 200 points! Throughout the competition, LPhoenix
faced a brutal fight against Rho Squadron’s own, and Baron of the TC, Vanguard88. In the end, LPhoenix
managed to edge out Vanguard88 by a slim 5-point margin to remain in the lead and earn the title ofTIE
Corps Battlemaster! Congratulations CM LPhoenix! Utinni!

Second place for Lambda, and fourth in the competition overall, was Commander Scottrick with
an impressive 78 points! As LPhoenix and Scottrick took center stage for Lambda this season, it was
Solohan50, TheBlackxRanger, and me, affectionately dubbed their “back up dancers,” that filled a
supporting role, putting forth another 94 points into the pool. Finally, we had Xye, Sam Arsio, and last
season’s Battlemaster, Wolve Excelsior Berkana, who, with limited time available, were still able to aid in
our success. In total, Lambda saw a 67% participation rate in this season ofTCiB, a figure that is truly
impressive!

Congratulations on your hard-fought victory!

UTINNI!

LAMBDA SQUADRON WINS
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LAMBDA IN THE MEDIA

Over the past month, Lambda pilots earned several accomplishments in their service
to the TIE Corps that we need to take a moment to appreciate.

Xye, after his stint as Squadron Executive Officer in Lambda and Commander ofBeta
Squadron, has been promoted to the rank ofMajor!

LPhoenix has been promoted to the rank ofCommander and achieved the FCHG rank
ofAquilifer, increasing his flight certification rating to the 12th Echelon!

Sam Arsio has been promoted to the rank ofLieutenant Commander and has
increased his FCHG rank to Grenadier and his combat rating to Marksman 3rd!

Wolve Excelsior Berkana crossed the 4,000 LoS threshold, raising his rank to Ace Ranger 1st! He is more
than 75% of the way to earning a Gold Star of the Empire!

VERY NICE WORK!

PILOT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

This month I’d like to focus on a couple of pilots that have produced media recently that should not go
unnoticed.

If you are unaware, one of our premiere single player
pilots, LPhoenix, has routinely created walkthroughs of all
the old flight sims, as well as some Emperor’s Hammer
custom missions. In total, LPhoenix has over a thousand
videos and he just concluded the standard campaign in X-
Wing Alliance upgrade. His content is really good, and I
highly suggest you check it out, especially if you’re looking to
get into playing the old classics or need help with a particular
mission.

His content is regularly posted in the “streams” channel in discord or you may find it hosted on
youtube at https://www.youtube.com/@LPhoenix (Image is a clickable link in the pdf version at the top of
this report)

Secondly, during Imperial Storm 6, an idea was thought
up to increase the immersion factor in our larger
competitions. By utilizing the very same mission editors we
have for crafting missions, we can create custom mission
reports in TIE Fighter for use as briefings for pilots. This
ingenious idea was thought up by none other than
TheBlackxRanger! Ranger took this idea one step further and
made a custom video for use during a squadron IAR review
that combined the in-game medal award and debriefing,
along with the custom TC medal. The result was magnificent!

Ifwish to view the video, you can search for it in discord or click on the image and you will be taken you
there. (PDF Version only)

https://discord.com/channels/293177599549505536/962956685960425492/1221507148207489155
https://www.youtube.com/@LPhoenix


FLYING AWARDS 03 /01 : 03 /3 1

PERFORMANCE 03/01 : 03 /3 1

With two major events concluded, we are in a period of calm. We will use this time to relax and
recharge. Our next major event will be Squadron Remobilization, which is loosely scheduled for May.
Squadron Remobilization is a great event that has a bit of everything with goals that allow for changing the
craft in our squadron line up. The idea has been floated to change out one of our flights with the unofficial
Lambda Tug that we jokingly used to escape destruction in two Imperial Storms. With the mission focus of
our squadron being “Insertions/Extractions,” the unassuming tug outfitted with weapons and a hyperdrive
may be a good fit for covert operations, so keep it in mind!

I will also begin prodding you in squadron comms for your ideas on what you would like to see
implemented to shape the squadron mottos and mission statements to our liking. This is our home, after
all. It is only right that we make it to our liking!

If you have any ideas you wish to suggest, feel free to post them in the squadron channel so we can get
the discussion rolling!

THE SQUADRON, FROM HERE



March was an active month for Lambda Squadron. Flight activity was at an impressive level as we
participated in two major events, and we brought on some new and returning faces to the roster. As with
all things, change is inevitable. Lambda will do as we always have and adapt to that change, using it as a
tool to strengthen our resolve as we look to challenges in the future.

If I have one piece of advice to give you to close out this report, it is this… help control the pet
population. Have your Ewoks spayed or neutered. Goodnight everyone.

Lambda, dismissed.

UTINNI!
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